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being continued in order to obtain quantitative results and to
explain the phenomenon.
lowA S TATE CoLLEcr:.

THE 1!I FFRACTIO:-J OF X-RAYS BY LIQU I D S
E. H O B ART COLL I N S
( ABS TRAC T )
An experimental test of the theory of Ramam and Ramanathan
on the diffraction of x-rays by liquids.
PARSO N S COLLEGE.
THE GROWTH OF CHICKEN S A S EFFECTED BY THE
SUN LIGHT TRANSM ITTED THROUGH GLA S S
SUB STITUTES
L. v. CRU M A.ND J . w. WOODROW
( ABSTRAC T )
Three weeks' old chicks which had been deprived o f direct
sunlight and fed on a rachitic diet, were placed behind common
glass and glass substitute s for four weeks . Those behind glass
made an average gain of 180 per cent . while the groups behind
the substitutes made gains of 300 per cent and 250 per cent . All
outward appearances of rickets had disappeared among those
behind the glass substitutes, while the disease was in evidence in
the case of those behind glass.
low A

S 1'A.TE COLLEGE.

A N ATTE M PT TO DETECT A PREDI CTED PRE S S U RE
EFFECT I N GA SES
G. E. Dwrs
( A BSTRA C T )
Fairbournc ( Phil. Mag., June, 1 922 ) describes an apparatus
which he considers capable of demonstrating the limit of appli
cability o f the second law of thermodynamics, by causing gas
molecul es to build up a difference of pressure, and consequently
to do mechanical work at the expense of their kinetic energy.
Articles publ ished later by Witmer and by Fisher ( Phil. M ag.,
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1 924 ) seem to prove that Fairbourne 's conclusions are incorrect,
at least in part. However they did not consider the effect o f
adsorption . Experiment s were undertaken to test Fairhourne's
conclusions experimentally. Thus far the pressure effect which
he predicts has not been detected.
IowA STATE CoLLEGE.

CRIT I C I S M OF A TH EORY OF ELECTRICAL
RES IST AX CE

Jon N A. . ELDRIDGE
(A BSTRA CT )
The theories which have been devised to account for electrical
resistance have had a very meager success. The most serious
fault with all such theories is the fact that they give an incorrect
temperature coefficient o f resistance. As is well known, the re
sistance of most metal s is nearly proportional to the absolute
temperature, while most of the theories give a v alue proportional
to the square root of the temperature. The well-known theory
of B ridgman proposed several years ago portended to give the
proper relationship, but this appears to be due to a mistake in the
analysi s. S tarting with the assumption that the electron goes
unhindered within atoms, being occasionally stopped at the gaps
between atoms, he suppose s that the probability b of such stop
page ( which is proportional to the resistance ) is a function of the
atomic radius r and the amplitude o f oscillation a ( the amplitude
being i n turn proportional to the temperature ) . He then pro
ceeds to prove that b = ha as follows :
b = f ( r, a) = f ( r, o ) +

df

�� o )

etc.,

expanding in Taylor's series in powers of a . By a ssumption,
f ( r, 0 ) = 0, and terms involving higher powers being omitted
because " a is small compared with r, " we have left
b = a d f ( r, 0) .
da

The derivative at ( r, 0) is constant, of course, and the proportion
is shown. The dropping of the higher powers is not j ustified.
Indeed it is a priori inl.possihle by using only the postulate that b
i s a function o f a to reach the conclusion that b is a linear function
of a. The Bridgman theory, which was devised to explain pres-
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